COVID-19 Daily Update
2 p.m., June 12, 2020

Current Situation Overview – Douglas County
Total Cases: 79 (72 Recovered)
  Travel-Related Cases: 36
  Local Transmission: 20
  Contact of Positive Case: 22
  Probable Case: 1

Number of People in Douglas County Tested During Outbreak: 4,387* (KDHE testing map)
*Note: This number will be updated MWF to reflect KDHE methodology for reporting numbers

Current LMH Health Inpatients Positive for COVID-19: 0

- Periodically during the disease investigation process cases initially assigned to us are later reassigned by the Kansas Department of Health and Environment to another county once it’s determined the patient’s primary residence is there instead of Douglas County. We believe this accounts for our difference in case total today with what is listed on the KDHE COVID-19 map.
- Review the updated Smart & Safe Reopening Douglas County Community Scorecard for metrics that guide decisions about reopening phase decisions.

For more information visit LDCHealth.org/Coronavirus or douglascountys.org/coronavirus.